Being a practice manager

First and foremost how do you appoint a practice manager? For many practice managers they have fallen into this role having been in a practice for a lengthy period of time, some do the work but are not named practice manager and for others it is the total opposite – they do have the title, but only do a small part of this role.

What is the role? This is a question that I am often asked by dentists considering appointing a practice manager. I describe it to them as being “a practice manager takes all the administration away from you allowing you to focus simply on the clinical aspect”. For almost all dentists the prospect of no administration is highly appealing, but to some it can be a daunting prospect. Some dentists actually enjoy doing the clinical all day and the administration in the evening...

Release control
Some dentists are not ready to release control to another member of the team. A small minority will have a member of their family doing administration for them e.g. wife/husband.

I was a practice manager for several years in a small private practice in Glasgow. I managed a very small team of just four, with a patient list of approximately 600 patients; a large number of which were on a dental plan. This was a fairly easy team, but there were very limited prospects for both me and the team.

I completed payroll, the hiring and disciplining of all staff, the writing and implementing of procedures, the training of staff, reconciling the income and expenditure, chairing all team meetings and appraising all dental nurses and hygienists.

In comparison I have just completed several months of secondment to one of our practices in Thurso. A fully NIS practice with four dentists and a therapist, we have more than 4000 patients (this practice opened in January 2012) and more than 1000 still on the waiting list. I managed a team of 22 and because I had a business manager to support me I found that the workload was halved. I didn’t do payroll, or reconciling of bank statements, or chair team meetings. I did however complete appraisals and for such a large team it is hard work.

For anyone considering going into practice management here are my top ten tips:

1. Remain positive – even when things are tough
2. Reassure your team regularly
3. Praise them – I used to write articles about how great my team was
4. Be open and honest with them and encourage feedback
5. Have and instil into them an open door policy
6. Be ready to accept that not everyone will be on-board with any changes or the way that you do things
7. When embarking on change ask them for input you never know they may have a unique suggestion
8. Never say no to something without explaining your reasoning – this gains respect
9. Be sure to recruit the right team – it’s much better to spend time on the recruitment process rather than sorting a problem member of staff
10. Never panic or flap in front of them – keep this for behind a closed door!

Try to enjoy your role
Having a dental nurse background is a huge advantage. Every practice manager should be able to explain what is required of their staff, if you don’t have the dental background you can often struggle to get “buy-in” from the team. I have seen teams run rings around practice managers who do not have dental background.

A lot of practice managers suffer from stress as this can be a stressful role. It is crucial to be able to identify this early on and not become a victim.

As someone I know says “you can be smiling on the outside and screaming on the inside”.
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